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20
Corrigendum

Subject: Anti-Dumping duty investigation concerning imports of Cold Rolled Flat Products of Stainless Steel from China PR, Japan, Korea, European Union, South Africa, Taiwan (Chinese Taipei), Thailand and USA.

No. 14/6/2008-DGAD: Attention is invited to the Final findings notification no. 14/6/2008-DGAD issued on 24.11.2009 on the above noted subject published in the Gazette of India vide no. 359 on 24th November 2009. In the Duty table, under Para 86, appearing on pages 153 to 155 of the said notification, under mentioned serial nos., the changes may be read as follows:

i) In S no.6, column 5, the word “Any” may be read as “Any Country including countries in European Union”.

ii) In S no. 6, column 6 the words “ Any other than at s no. 1 to 5 above “ against series 300 and 400 may be read as “ Any”.

iii) In S no. 6, column 7 the words “ Any other than at s no. 1 to 5 above “ against series 400 may be read as “ Any other than at s no 1, 2 and 4 above”.

iv) In S no.7, column 4, the word “Any” may be read as “Any Country including countries in European Union”.

v) In S no. 7, column 6 the words “ Any other than at s no. 1,3,4 and 5 above “ against series 300 and 400 may be read as “ Any”.

vi) In S no. 7, column 7 the words “ Any other than at s no. 1,3,4 and 5 above “ against series 400 may be read as “ Any other than at s no 1, 2 and 4 above”.

vii) In S no. 10 and 11, column 6 the words “ Any other than at s no. 8 and 9 above “ against series 300 and 400 may be read as “ Any”.

viii) In S no. 18 and 19, column 6 the words “Any except at s no 12 to 17 above” against series 400 may be read as “Any”.

ix) In S no. 22 and 23, column 6 the words “Any other than at s no 20 and 21 above” against series 300 and 400 may be read as “Any”.

x) In S no. 22 and 23, column 7 the word “Any” against series 200 may be read as “Any other than at s no 20 above”.

xi) In S no. 22 and 23, column 7 the word “Any other than at s no 20 and 21 above” against series 400 may be read as “Any other than at s no 21 above”.

xii) In S no. 26 and 27, column 6 the word “Any other than at 24 above” against series 200 may be read as “Any”.

xiii) In S no. 26 and 27, column 6 the word “Any other than at 24 and 25 above” against series 300 and 400 may be read as “Any”.

xiv) In S no. 26 and 27, column 7 the word “Any other than at 24 and 25 above” against series 300 and 400 may be read as “Any other than at s no 25 above”.

xv) In S no. 29 and 30, column 6 the word “Any other than at s no 28 above” against series 300 and 400 may be read as “Any”.
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